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Selected Comments

“Justin is very good, very effective, and extremely helpful- teaching us material in a way that makes
everything connect”

“The professor is very open and easy to talk to. He effectively stimulates discussion during lectures.
Whether he agrees or disagrees with students’ group discussions, he addresses his thoughts respectfully!”

“I enjoyed this class the Professor was amazing”

“Easily the best TA I’ve had at Davis thus far. I never felt like discussion was a waste of my time, I
always had a clearer grasp on the material after his section”

“Justin was exceptionally passionate and interested in the subject. He went beyond the course material
to challenge my understanding and he was extremely helpful in clearly explaining concepts. He promoted
discussion and encouraged me to ask questions in class which I appreciate a lot. He was very clear and kept
me engaged. I wish he was my professor for this class and not just my TA”

“Notes taken in discussion were beneficial becomes sometimes it would be a recap from lecture or it
would be new information for the next lecture. Very much enjoyed how Justin would give us examples to
solve on our own time with groups. Group work really helped me learn from my peers”

“Justin clarified everything that the professor introduced in class that I didn’t either catch or under-
stand. His problem sets that he created are super helpful, and I honestly would not have learned anything
in this class without his help”

“Works as a TA as if he was the course professor and attempt to meet the needs of the student and
teach them to understand the subject and not simply aim for passing”

“Justin is personally my favourite TA across all my classes this quarter. Whether it was the 4pm or 8pm
discussion, his energy did not fall whatsoever; he was always loud, energetic, and encouraged participation
every week, leaving the students with questions to think about over the weekend. He stopped immediately
when a student was struggling, making sure everybody in the classroom was caught up on the material. He
showed great love and passion for the subject, encouraging me to follow suit and do the same”

“Justin helped my grade on the midterms go from F to A”

“Awesome TA. Cared about his students’ understanding, had his own website and lesson plans - really
knew his stuff and how to explain it to students”

“Great TA!! He spoke very clearly and was very passionate about the material. He made sure ev-
eryone is his section understood the topics we were covering. He also had students do group activities to
further understand the material. Best TA I’ve ever had!”

“Justin was a phenomenal TA. He helped prepare the section extremely well before exams. His notes
were very detailed and well thought out. Overall, he was a delightful TA and I thoroughly enjoyed section.
As a fellow Canadian, I enjoyed his references and occasional commentary about America. I hope the best
for him in his future endeavors”
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“Justin is super knowledgeable and I feel like I had a second professor. Not a minute of discussion
was wasted and his explanations were very supplementary to the material in class. Loved having him!”

“The absolute best TA I have ever experienced. Justin is an exceptional TA and truly cares about his
students as well as the subject at matter. I genuinely looked forward to going to Justin’s discussion sections.
He explained material in a way that made it so clear and understandable. He was very open to students
asking questions and answering questions even if we weren’t sure about our answers. He is very passionate
about the subject and very knowledgeable about economics. I was extremely happy that I got Justin as a
TA. I would never go this in depth about any other TA, but I strongly believe Justin has an extremely bright
future in his teaching career. He will make an amazing professor in the future. Absolutely love his teaching
method and style. Keep it up Justin!”
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